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Illuminated Leaves from an Ethiopic 
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and in the Walters Art Museum
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T
his article focuses on two series of loose illuminated folios 
kept in the collections of the Newark Museum and of the Walters 
Art Museum. The Newark Museum, which owns a small but inter-

esting collection of Ethiopian art, has a single leaf with the Ordeal of the 
Bitter Water on the recto and the Nativity on the verso (fi g. 1) as well as a 
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bifolio with the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus and two pages of canon 
tables (fi g. 2). These folios come  om a private collection, owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Knopfelmacher, that was put for sale at the Wright Gallery in New York 
in the 1990s.1 The Knopfelmacher collection included other loose folios that 
were donated to the Walters Art Museum in 199⒍  This latter series includes 
two loose leaves—one decorated with the Evangelist Luke (fi g. 3), the other 
with the Entombment (fi g. 4) on the recto and the Resurrected Christ 
Appearing to Mary Magdalene, John, and Peter on the verso—and a bifolio 
with four pages of canon tables (fi g. 5). As this article shows, these two series 
of folios must have belonged to an Ethiopic Gospel manuscript produced 
toward the turn of the fi  eenth century (referred to here as NWM).

1 This is based on the information given by Stanislaw Chojnacki, “The Theme of the Bitter 
Water in Ethiopian Painting,” in Aspects of Ethiopian Art from Ancient Axum to the 20th Cen-
tury, ed. P. B. Henze (London: Jed Press, 1993), 56 n. ⒖  

figure 1. Ordeal of the Bitt er Water (left ). Nativity. Newark, Newark Museum, Coll. 
96.46.1, 33 × 24.1 cm (right). © Newark Museum.
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figure 2. Canon tables IX–X and beginning of the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus 
(top). Ending of the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus and Canon Tables VI–VIII (bott om). 
Newark, Newark Museum, Coll. 96.46.2, 34.3 × 25 cm. © Newark Museum.
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The bifolio  om the Newark Museum (9⒍ 4⒍ 2) and the four pages in the 
Walters Art Museum (W.838) form a complete set of canon tables2 distributed 

2 For a more general discussion of the canon tables outside of Ethiopia, with further bibli-
ography, see Carl Nordenfalk, Die spätantiken Kanontafeln: Kunstgeschichtliche Studien über die 
eusebianische Evangelien- Konkordanz in den vier ersten Jahrhunderten ihrer Geschichte (Göte-
borg: Oscar Isacsons Boktryckeri, 1938); Carl Nordenfalk, “The Apostolic Canon Tables,” 
Gazette des Beaux Arts 62 (1963): 17–34; Carl Nordenfalk, “Canon Tables on Papyrus,” Dum-
barton Oaks Papers 36 (1982): 29–38; Carl Nordenfalk, “The Eusebian Canon- Tables: Some 
Textual Problems,” The Journal of Theological Studies 35, no. 1 (1984): 96–104; May Vieillard, 
“Les Canons d’évangéliaires de la Basse Antiquité,” Cahiers Archéologiques 1 (1945): 113–23; 
Jules Leroy, “Nouveaux Témoins Des Canons d’Eusèbe Illustrés Selon La Tradition Syri-

figure 3. Th e Evangelist Luke. Baltimore, Walters Art 
Museum, W.840, 35 × 25.4 cm. © Th e Walters Art Museum.
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aque,” Cahiers Archéologiques 9 (1957): 117–40; Elisabeth Klemm, “Die Kanontafeln der 
armenischen Handschri  Cod. 697 im Wiener Mechitaristenkloster,” Zeitschrift für Kunst-
geschichte 35 (1972): 69–99; Patrick McGurk, “The Disposition of Numbers in Latin Eusebian 
Canon Tables,” in Philologia Sacra: Biblische und patristische Studien für Hermann J. Frede und 
Walter Thele zu ihrem siebzigsten Geburtstag, ed. Roger Gryson (Freiburg: Herder, 1993), 
242–58; F. D’Aiuto, “Il Libro Dei Vangeli Fra Bisanzio e l’Oriente: rifl essioni per l’età Medio-
bizantina,” in Forme e Modelli Della Tradizione Manoscritta Della Bibbia, ed. P. Cherubini 
(Vatican City: Scuola Vaticana di Paleografi a, Diplomatica e Archivistica, 2005), 309–45; R. 
Amirkhanian, “Les tables de canons arméniennes et le thème iconographique de la Jérusalem 
céleste,” Revue des Études Arméniennes 31 (2008): 181–232; M. Bernabò, “The Miniatures in 
the Rabbula Gospels: Postscripta to a Recent Book,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 68 (2014): 
343–58; W. A. Smith, A Study of the Gospels in Codex Alexandrinus: Codicology, Palaeography, 
and Scribal Hands (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 139–55, 333–4⒍ 

figure 4. Th e Entombment. Baltimore, Walters Art 
Museum, W.839, 38.8 × 27 cm. © Th e Walters Art Museum.
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over six pages and preceded by the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus3 on two 
pages (see table 1). This arrangement of the Eusebian system is unusual, for 
the canon tables in Ethiopic Gospels are generally distributed over eight or 

3 On the Epistle, see H. H. Oliver, “The Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus: Textual Tradi-
tion and Translation,” Novum Testamentum 3, no. 1 (1959): 138–45; M. R. Crawford, 
“Ammonius of Alexandria, Eusebius of Caesarea and the Origins of Gospels Scholarship,” 
New Testament Studies 61, no. 1 (2015): 1–2⒐ 

figure 5. Canon Table II. Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, 
W.838, 35 × 25.5 cm. © Th e Walters Art Museum.
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seven pages preceded respectively by two or three pages with the Eusebian 
letter, in such a way that the total number of pages is always ten (8+2 or 7+3).4

Both arrangements have a long- standing tradition in Ethiopia, being 
found in Gospels  om the Christian Aksumite period. The earliest witness 
to the fi rst arrangement (8+2) is Gärima III (AG- III), which has been dated 
to circa AD 330–650 by several carbon- 14 tests. The earliest witness to the 
second arrangement (7+3) is Gärima I (AG- I), which has been dated to 
circa AD 530–660 using the same method.5 Aside  om these two Gospels, 

4 For further observations about the canon tables in Ethiopia, see J. Leroy, “Recherches sur 
la tradition iconographique des canons d’Eusèbe en Éthiopie,” Cahiers Archéologiques 12 (1962): 
173–204; Nordenfalk, The Eusebian Canon- Tables, 99–101; R. Zuurmond, ed., Novum Testa-
mentum Aethiopice: The Synoptic Gospels, Äthiopistische Forschungen 27 (Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner Verlag, 1989), Part I, 20–21; V. Popovic, “Sur l’origine de l’évangéliaire latin de la Bri-
tish Library, Harley 1775,” Comptes rendus des séances de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles- 
Lettres 134, no. 3 (1990): 709–35; M. E. Heldman, “Canon Tables,” Encyclopaedia Aethiopica, 
ed. S. Uhlig et al., 5 vols. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2003), 1:680–82; M. E. Heldman, 
Miniatures of the Gospels of Princess Zir Gānēlā: An Ethiopic Manuscript Dated AD 1400/01 
(PhD diss., Washington University, 1972), 94–108, though most conclusions are no longer 
tenable; A. Bausi, “Some Short Remarks on the Canon Tables in Ethiopic Manuscripts,” in 
Scritti in onore di Clelia Sarnelli Cerqua, ed. C. Baffi  oni, Studi Magrebini 26 (Naples: Univer-
sità degli Studi di Napoli “L’Orientale,” 2004), 45–67; C. Lepage and J. Mercier, “Un 
tétraévangile illustré éthiopien à cycle long du XVe siècle—Codicologie et iconographie,” 
Cahiers Archéologiques 54 (2012): 99–174; J. S. McKenzie and F. Watson, The Garima Gospels: 
Early Illuminated Gospel Books from Ethiopia (Oxford: Manar Al- Athar, 2016), with additional 
bibliography. The predominant opinion is that the Ethiopian canon tables, like the Ethiopic 
text of the Gospels, are based on Greek models. In the Ethiopian tradition, the canon tables 
are called “arches” (አቅማር); this Ethiopic term is a Greek loanword (καμάρα); see Zuurmond, 
Novum Testamentum, Part I, n. 29; though cf. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Gecez 
(Classical Ethiopic) (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1987), 432; and Bausi, Remarks on the Canon 
Tables, 55–5⒍  There are no apparent connections with the developments taking place in 
Copto- Arabic Gospel books of the Mamluk period; see for instance the canon tables in L.- A. 
Hunt, “A Christian Arab Gospel Book: Cairo, Coptic Museum MS Bibl. 90 in Its Mamluk 
Context,” Mamluk Studies Review 13, no. 2 (2009): 105–3⒉ 
5 On the Gärima Gospels, see J. Leroy, “L’évangéliaire éthiopien du couvent d’Abba Garima 
et ses attaches avec l’ancien art chrétien de Syrie,” Cahiers Archéologiques 11 (1960): 131–43; J. 
Leroy, “Un nouvel évangéliaire éthiopien illustré du monastère d’Abba Garima,” in Synthro-
non: Art et Archéologie de la fi n de l’Antiquité et du Moyen Age. Recueil d’études par André Grabar 
et un groupe de ses disciples, ed. A. Grabar (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1968), 75–8⒎  On their date, 
see M. E. Heldman, “The Heritage of Late Antiquity,” in African Zion: The Sacred Art of 
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Ethiopia, ed. R. Grierson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 129–30; J. Mercier, “La 
peinture éthiopienne à l’époque axoumite et au XVIIIe siècle,” Comptes rendus des séances de 
l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles- Lettres 144, no. 1 (2000): 36–45; R. Zuurmond and R. C. 
Niccum, “The Ethiopic Version of the New Testament,” in The Text of the New Testament in 
Contemporary Research: Essays on the Status Quaestionis, 2nd ed., ed. B. D. Ehrman and M. W. 
Holmes (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 231–52, with further bibliography.

table 1. A reconstruction of the original page sequence.

Folio Content Lines Notes

Newark 
9⒍ 4⒍ 2, f. 1r

The Epistle of Eusebius 
to Carpianus

30

Newark 
9⒍ 4⒍ 2, f. 1v

The Epistle of Eusebius 
to Carpianus

20 Stichometry of Gospels 
and chapter count (?) at 
end of page

Canon Lines Grid

W.838, f. 1r IMt Mk Lk Jn     IMt Mk Lk Jn I69 10x8 I missing lines, several 
wrong numbers

W.838, f. 1v IIMt Mk Lk    IIMt Lk    IIMt Mk Lk II101 10x8 II missing one column 
(Mk), missing lines, 
several wrong numbers

W.838, f. 2r IIIMt Lk Jn   IVMt Jn III21   IV25 10x7 III several wrong 
numbers; 
IV missing one column 
(Mk), missing line, 
several wrong numbers

W.838, f. 2v VMt Lk   VMt Lk   VMt Lk V76 10x7 V missing lines, several 
wrong numbers

Newark 
9⒍ 4⒍ 2, f. 2r

VIMt Mk   VIMt Mk    VIIMt Jn    
VIIILk Mk

VI46   VII8 
VIII13

11x8 VI missing lines;
VII one extra number 
(70), wrong numbers;
VIII missing one number, 
several wrong numbers

Newark 
9⒍ 4⒍ 2, f. 2v

IXLk Jn   XMt    XMt   XMk    
XMk   
XLk    XLk   XJn    XJn    XJn   

IX19   X1
57   

X2
15   X3

61   
X4

76

12x11 IX several wrong 
numbers; 
X1, X2, X3, X4, missing 
lines, several wrong 
numbers
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surviving examples of canon tables in Ethiopia are found in manuscripts 
dating  om about the late thirteenth century onward.6 The 7+3 layout is 
found in most surviving manuscripts of the fourteenth and early fi  eenth 
centuries.

As illustrated in the table, the unorthodox distribution of the canon 
tables over six pages in NWM results in Canons VI to X being compressed 
into two pages, whereas they usually occupy four pages when preceded by 
the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus in two pages, or three pages when the 
letter takes up three pages.7 The canons also present numerous errors and 
omissions. For instance, in Canon II (see fi g. 5)—which lists the parallels 
between Matthew, Mark, and Luke—the Eusebian numbers8 are inserted 
in an 8 × 9 instead of a 9 × 9 grid. Thus, the fi  h column with the numbers 
for Mark is missing, though interestingly the numbering resumes in the 
seventh column as if the fi  h column had not been omitted. The same 
phenomenon occurs in Canon IV, which should list the passages for Mat-
thew, Mark, and John, but the column with Mark’s numbers is missing.

Many of the numbers in the canons are wrong. For instance, in Canon III 
there are twenty- one lines, which is the correct number in the Ethiopian 
tradition, and the numbers in Matthew’s column are in the right sequence. 
However, the numbers in the sequences of Luke and John are mostly wrong, 

6 For several examples, see J. Leroy, Canons d’Eusèbe en Éthiopie. The Eusebian sections are 
marked on the text of some earlier manuscripts indicating that they originally included canon 
tables; see Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, Part II, 53–5⒋  It is diffi  cult to suggest a precise 
date for the canon tables included in the Gospel of Däbrä Libanos, mentioned by C. Conti 
Rossini, “L’Evangelo d’oro di Dabra Libanos,” Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, 
Classe di scienze morali, storiche e fi lologiche 5, no. 10 (1901): 182, though it seems possible that 
they predate the ascent of the Solomonic dynasty. On these canon tables, see A. Bausi, “Su 
alcuni manoscritti presso comunità monastiche dell’Eritrea: Parte terza,” Rassegna di Studi 
Etiopici 41 (1997): 13–2⒊ 
7 While this observation is true for most manuscripts, variations do occur. For example, 
in the Gospel manuscript in the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Éthiopien 32, ca. 1344–
1371), Canon VI begins on the same page of Canon V (fol. 5r) and ends on the following 
page (fol. 5v).
8 On the use of this defi nition over “Ammonian sections,” see Crawford, Ammonius of 
Alexandria, 23–25, with further reading.
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with the numeral 2  equently mistaken for a 9 throughout the canon tables.9 
A systematic comparison of these errors has yet to be undertaken, though it 
may yield information on the relationship between diff erent groups of canon 
tables, especially when distinctive sequences of errors are present. Thus, for 
instance, the presence of similar sequences of errors in the canon tables of 
AG- III and a later Gospel kept in the same monastery (AG- II), may indicate 
that the former depends on the latter. Evidently, the presence of such errors 
in an early witness such as AG- III raises the question if the canon tables were 
ever really used as a cross- referencing system in Ethiopia.10

 The Ethiopic version of the Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus, like the 
canon tables and the Gospels, derives  om a Greek text.11 The text of the 

9 As C. Lepage, “Reconstitution d’un cycle protobyzantin à partir des miniatures de deux 
manuscrits éthiopiens du XIVe siècle,” Cahiers Archéologiques 35 (1987): 159–96, esp. 160, 
signals, such errors are  equently encountered in manuscripts  om this period. The numerals 
1 and 4, as well as 6 and 7, are also  equently interchanged. This is because the signs used for 
each of these pairs are very similar and cannot always be easily distinguished.
10 This question has been recently raised also in McKenzie and Watson, The Garima Gospels, 
16⒐  Although further research is needed before an acceptable answer can be provided to this 
issue, it is worth making a few general observations. Ethiopia is not the only context for which 
there is evidence of a lack of familiarity with the content of the Eusebian apparatus. For 
instance, T. O’Loughlin, “Harmonizing the Truth: Eusebius and the Problem of the Four 
Gospels,” Traditio 65 (2010): 1–29, esp. 13–29, has recently drawn attention to the fact that 
some Hiberno- Saxon Gospels, such as the Book of Kells (Dublin, Trinity College Library, 
58), which does not include the Eusebian sections in its margins, bear evidence of a “lack of 
understanding” of the function and content of the Eusebian apparatus. Yet, as E. Mullins, 
“The Eusebian Canon Tables and Hiberno- Latin Exegesis: The Case of Vienna, Österreichis-
che Nationalbibliothek, Lat. 940,” Sacris Erudiri 53 (2014): 323–43, argues, this does not 
preclude an interest in, or appreciation of, their function. A similar point has been more 
recently made by M. R. Crawford, “Scholarly Practices: The Eusebian Canon Tables in the 
Hiberno- Latin Tradition,” in Producing Christian Culture: Medieval Exegesis and Its Interpre-
tative Genres, ed. Giles E. M. Gasper, F. Watson, and M. R. Crawford (London: Routledge, 
2017), 65–8⒏ 
11 For some observations, see Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, Part I, 19–20, with addi-
tional references. The Ge’ez text was fi rst discussed and translated in English by R. W. Cow-
ley, “New Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary Tradition,” Ostkirchliche 
Studien 26 (1977): 144–92, esp. 162 –16⒋  A more recent text- critical edition is found in A. 
Bausi, “La versione etiopica della Epistola di Eusebio a Carpiano,” in Aethiopia Fortitudo ejus. 
Studi in onore di Monsignor Osvaldo Raineri in occasione del suo 80° compleanno, ed. R. Zarzec-
zny, Orientalia Christiana Analecta 298 (Rome: Pontifi cio Istituto Orientale, 2015), 107–3⒌  
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Epistle in NWM is not too dissimilar  om that found in the Gärima Gos-
pels (see fi g. 2), though it features alterations, omissions, and additions that 
are found in later manuscripts of the thirteenth century onward.12 Two 
counts, each inserted in a rectangular  ame, are found at the bottom of the 
second page of the Epistle next to a Chi Rho sign (see fi g. 2, bottom). One 
lists the number of stichoi in each Gospel (Mt. 2700; Mk. 1700; Lk. 2800; 
Jn. 2700).13 It is less clear what the second set of numbers indicates (Mt. 115; 
Mk. 55; Lk. 40; Jn. 58).14 While the introductory matter to Ethiopic Gos-
pels o en includes the stichometry, it is unusual to fi nd this data placed at 
the end of the Letter of Eusebius to Carpianus, though a similar solution is 
also adopted in the Zir Ganela Gospels (ZG).15 It is possible that such a 
solution was adopted in later manuscripts to synthetize the prefatory matter 
included at the beginning of the Gospels.16

Both the Epistle to Carpianus and the canon tables in NWM are placed 
under brightly colored and highly stylized arches, a layout attested already in 
the two Gärima Gospels. Stylistically, however, the simplifi ed arches and 
columns recall examples  om manuscripts belonging to the second half of 
the fourteenth or early fi  eenth century, such as those seen in the Gospels 
of Boru Śǝllase (BSL),17 of Däbrä Tä’amina (DTM),18 and of the Bibliothèque 

The Greek version of the Eusebian system in the 28th edition of the Nestle- Aland Novum 
Testamentum Graece is on pp. 45*–50*.
12 Cf. Bausi, Epistola di Eusebio a Carpiano, text E1832.
13 Cowley, New Testament Introduction, 160; Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, Part I, 25–2⒍ 
14 According to Curt Niccum, it is possible that the numbers are corrupt and indicate the 
chapters in the four Gospels (personal communication, 27 January 2017).
15 The Morgan Library & Museum, MS m.828, 1400/140⒈  On this manuscript, see Held-
man, The Gospels of Princess Zir Gānēlā; P. W. Skehan, “An Illuminated Gospel Book in 
Ethiopic,” in Studies in Art and Literature for Belle da Costa Greene, ed. D. Miner (Princeton, 
Ǌ : Princeton University Press, 1954), 350–57; and E. Balicka- Witakowska, La Crucifi xion 
sans Crucifi é dans l’art éthiopien: Recherches sur la survie de l’iconographie chrétienne de l’Antiquité 
tardive, Bibliotheca nubica et aethiopica 4 (Warsaw: Zaś Pan, 1997), esp. 130–3⒈ 
16 On the introductory content, see Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, 7–31, with further 
reading.
17 On this manuscript, see also Balicka- Witakowska, Crucifi xion, esp. 128–29, with further 
bibliography.
18 The manuscript was photographed by Michael Gervers and is mentioned in A. Bausi and 
E. Balicka- Witakowska, “Däbrä Tä’amina,” Encyclopaedia Aethiopica, ed. S. Uhlig et al., 5 vols. 
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nationale de France (BNF),19 as well as in a manuscript  om a private collec-
tion documented by Balicka- Witakowska20 in which several columns are 
decorated with a zigzag pattern similar to the one used in all the pages of 
NWM. It is therefore likely that also the Eusebian apparatus in NWM was 
produced toward the turn of the fi  eenth century.

The space around the arches, as is generally the case in fourteenth-  and 
early fi  eenth- century Ethiopian canon tables, is densely populated by 
birds. For instance, on the fi rst page of the Epistle to Carpianus there are 
two pairs of birds (ጢር) turned toward peacocks (ጣዎስ) that appear to peck 
the fl oral elements that sprout  om the outer band of the arch.21 Peacocks 
are consistently placed only on the fi rst page of the Epistle to Carpianus in 
Ethiopic Gospels of the late thirteenth to the mid- fi  eenth centuries that 
adopt the 7+3 layout. Peacocks also appear in the two early Gärima Gospels, 
though signifi cantly in AG- III, which has the 8+2 layout, they appear on 
the second page of the Epistle to Carpianus, whereas in AG- I, which has 
the 7+3 layout, they are placed only on the fi rst page. This suggests that the 
later Gospels with the 7+3 layout, in which the peacocks are placed only on 
the fi rst page of the Epistle to Carpianus, may ultimately depend on the 
same model used for AG- I.22

In Ethiopic Gospels of the fourteenth and fi  eenth centuries, the birds 
placed next to the peacocks are generally labeled as parrots (ዱራ).23 However, 
two pairs of small ጢር do appear in the fi rst page of the Epistle to Carpianus 

(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2005), 2:48–4⒐ 
19 On this manuscript, see Balicka- Witakowska, Crucifi xion, 125–26; and J. Gnisci, “Pictur-
ing the Liturgy: Notes on the Iconography of the Holy Women at the Tomb in Fourteenth-  
and Early- Fi eenth- Century Ethiopian Manuscript Illumination,” Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies 78, no. 3 (2015): 568, with further bibliography.
20 See EBW- 200⒍ 006:001 to EBW- 200⒍ 006:007 in the DEEDS database.
21 On these terms in the Ethiopic tradition, see Bausi, Remarks on the Canon Tables, esp. 
66–67; Bausi, Su alcuni manoscritti, 17 n. ⒑  
22 This is a feature found also in a number of early Greek and Armenian Gospels, as noted 
in Lepage, Reconstitution d’un cycle protobyzantin, 160; for some examples, see S. Der Nerses-
sian, “The Date of the Initial Miniatures of the Etchmiaǳ in Gospel,” The Art Bulletin 15, no. 
4 (1993): 327–60, fi gs. 13–16; and K. Weitzmann, Die byzantinische Buchmalerei des 9.und 10. 
Jahrhunderts (Berlin: Gebr. Mann, 1935), pl. ⒘  
23 Bausi, Remarks on the Canon Tables, 6⒌ 
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in DTM together with two medium- size birds (ከራዊያ).24 Although the text 
of the epistle in NWM does not follow that in DTM, which also uses three 
rather than two pages for the Eusebian letter, it is interesting to note that 
they do have some similar features and spell Carpianus (ቀጵርያኖስ) in the 
same uncommon way.25

The next three openings of NWM have the same arrangement of birds 
on both facing pages. Thus, for instance, on the last page of the Epistle to 
Carpianus as well as on Canon I, two pairs of four ዱራ climb  om opposite 
sides toward the top of the arch. Matching arrangements of birds are also 
found in the page spread of the canon tables in BS.26 However, while the 
names used to identi  the birds are the same as in NWM, they appear in 
a diff erent sequence. The last page of canon tables in BS is juxtaposed with 
a tempietto (fol. 8r), and it is possible that Canon X in NWM originally 
faced a similarly illustrated page.27 Together with the shoots and fl oral 
elements that are placed around the arches, the groups of birds in the 
NWM canon tables evoke, as captions in other manuscripts tell us,28 the 
garden of paradise.

While there is no doubt that the pages with the Epistle to Carpianus 
and the canon tables came  om the same manuscript, it is not possible to 
assert this so confi dently for the other folios discussed herea er. While 

24 Bausi, Remarks on the Canon Tables, 6⒊ 
25 On the spelling, see Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, Part I, 20; cf. also Bausi, Epistola 
di Eusebio a Carpiano; on the form of ጵ, see S. Uhlig, Äthiopische Paläographie, Äthiopistische 
Forschungen 22 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1988), 384; S. Uhlig, Introduction to Ethiopian 
Palaeography, Äthiopistische Forschungen 28 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1990), 60.
26 And in numerous other manuscripts  om this period, see observations by Leroy, Reconsti-
tution d’un cycle protobyzantin, 160 n. 15, with further references to other earlier manuscripts.
27 On the Tempietto, see Der Nersessian, Etchmiaǳ in Gospel, 341–45, fi gs. 17–18; P. A. 
Underwood, “The Fountain of Life in Manuscripts of the Gospels,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 
5 (1950), 41–138; and J. McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria and Egypt: c. 300 BC to AD 
700 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), 367–70. For a more detailed discussion of this 
motif in Ethiopian art, with the complete bibliography, see my forthcoming article “An 
Ethiopian Miniature of the Tempietto and Its Relatives.”
28 E.g., ZG, fol. 5v.
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their provenance and similar size support this possibility,29 the handwriting 
of the canon tables seems diff erent  om that which appears above the min-
iatures. However, if the artist and scribe were not the same person, then it is 
possible to explain this discrepancy by suggesting that the former was respon-
sible for the captions above the images or that a third person was involved in 
their production.

Regardless of whether this was the case, it seems likely that the stained 
and damaged leaf with the Nativity and the Ordeal of the Bitter Water in 
the Newark Museum and the folio with the Entombment and the Resur-
rected Christ in the Walters Art Museum, which are closely related to each 
other and the Eusebian apparatus in stylistic terms, came  om a Gospel 
manuscript, for it is in Gospel manuscripts that such scenes are generally 
found.30 There is, of course, little question that the folio with the Evangelist 
Luke came  om a Gospel manuscript.

The style of the miniatures points toward a similar date to the one that 
has been suggested above for the Epistle to Carpianus and canon tables—
namely, the turn of the fi  eenth century. The fi gures in the Newark 
Museum and the Walters Art Museum leaves—with their elongated oval- 
shaped faces and upturned eyes—are stylistically very close to the fi gures 
that appear in BSL and DTM. This observation becomes more signifi cant 
when we consider that the style of the arches placed above the Epistle to 
Carpianus and the canon tables in these latter two manuscripts can also be 
linked, as shown above, with NWM.

It is also worth mentioning a loose leaf in the collection of the Getty 
Museum (GTM) with the Evangelist John,31 which is very close, in terms of 

29 W.839 is slightly larger than all the other folios, but the layout of the image (2⒏ 2 × 2⒉ 2 
cm) is almost identical to that of W.840 (29 × 2⒉ 2 cm). It is quite possible that some of the 
other folios were trimmed; this certainly appears to be the case for the upper margin of the 
canon tables.
30 For an overview with further literature, see E. Balicka- Witakowska, “Gospel illustration,” 
Encyclopaedia Aethiopica, 2:859–60, with more references.
31 Coll. no. MS 89, 3⒊ 7 × 2⒊ 3 cm, turn of the fi  eenth century (?). On the Evangelists in 
Ethiopian art, see Heldman, The Gospels of Princess Zir Gānēlā, 109–17; Heldman, “Evange-
lists in art,” in Encyclopaedia Aethiopica, 2:461–63, with further bibliography. A systematic 
study of the Evangelist portraits in Ethiopic Gospels is a desideratum. When decorated with 
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style and iconography, to the evangelist portrait in NWM. Two even closer 
parallels to the portrait of Luke in NWM (see fi g. 3) are found in DTM 
and BSL (fi gs. 6–7).32 With regard to their style, in all three examples 
Luke has an elongated face; almond- shaped eyes; a long, straight nose; and 
a rectangular- shaped mouth. As for their iconography, all three portraits 
show Luke sitting on a chair in which the vertical lines are interrupted by 
decorative horizontal lines and which has two visible legs, a cross- shaped 
fi nial, and a rounded back. Likewise, in all three cases Luke sits in the same 
position; wears the same attire; holds the beginning of his Gospel with his 
le  hand, which has a hook- shaped thumb sticking out; holds the reed with 
his right hand with the index and thumb forming a loop around it; and has 
white hair and a white beard streaked with black lines.

There are some diff erences between the three miniatures. In DTM and 
NWM, Luke has a rimmed halo and his eyes turn upward, whereas in BSL 

paintings, the Ethiopic Gospels—as in Greek, Latin, Armenian, Georgian, Syriac, and Copto- 
Arabic manuscripts— equently include portraits of seated or standing Evangelists placed on 
the verso of the folio that precedes the beginning of their Gospel. For a more general intro-
duction to the Evangelist portraits in Christian manuscript illumination, the classic study is 
still that by A. M. Friend, “The Portraits of the Evangelists in Greek and Latin Manuscripts,” 
Art Studies 5 (1927): 115–47; A. M. Friend, “The Portraits of the Evangelists in Greek and 
Latin Manuscripts,” Art Studies 7 (1929): 3–2⒐  On the subject, see also E. Rosenbaum, “The 
Evangelist Portraits of the Ada School and Their Models,” The Art Bulletin 38, no. 2 (1956): 
81–90; H. Buchthal, “A Byzantine Miniature of the Fourth Evangelist and Its Relatives,”
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 15 (1961): 127–39; H. Hunger and K. Wessel, “Evangelisten,” in 
Reallexicon zur byzantinischen Kunst, ed. Klaus Wessel (Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1971), 
2:452–507; R. P. Bergman, “Portraits of the Evangelists in Greek Manuscripts,” in Illuminated
Greek Manuscripts from American Collections, ed. Gary Vikan (Princeton, Ǌ : Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1973), 44–49; R. Rosenfeld, “The Prophets and Apostles Write: Images and the 
Medieval Understanding of Writing,” Scripta Mediterranea 12–13 (1991): 53–96; and R. S. 
Nelson, “A Thirteenth- Century Byzantine Miniature in the Vatican Library,” Gesta 20, no. 1 
(1981): 213–2⒉ 
32 Two more distant relatives are found in the Gospel manuscripts of Maryam Tǝnśa’e, 
late fourteenth or early fi  eenth century (folios unnumbered) (see Balicka- Witakowska, 
Crucifi xion, 132, for a description and further bibliography) and of Qärsäbär Mika’el, 
 fi  eenth century (?), fol. 94v, (see D. Nosnitsin, Churches and Monasteries of Tǝgray: A
Survey of Manuscript Collections, Supplement to Aethiopica 1 [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
2013], 55).
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the halo has no ornaments and he gazes back at the viewer. A further dif-
ference between BSL, DTM, and NWM is that in the latter two manu-
scripts, Luke’s le  sleeve cuff  has been painted like a loop sticking out 
awkwardly—a detail also found in the Ordeal of the Bitter Water in NWM 
(see fi g. 1, le ). Lastly, DTM is the only manuscript in which Luke’s toe-
nails have been depicted. However, the similarities outweigh these diff er-
ences, and there can be little doubt that the three miniatures had a common 
ancestor. This impression is strengthened by looking at the other elements 
present in the three miniatures.

figure 6. Th e Evangelist Luke. Gospel book from 
the monastery of Däbrä Tä’amina in Təgray, 34.5 × 
21.5 cm. © Michael Gervers.
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figure 7. Th e Evangelist Luke. Gospel book from the monastery of Boru 
Śǝllase, 36 × 32 cm. © Stanislaw Chojnacki, courtesy of the DEEDS project.
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The writing instruments in the three portraits of Luke are arranged in 
a slightly diff erent fashion, but they are clearly very similar. In all three 
cases, there is an ewer, an object that looks like a casket, with a triangular- 
shaped lid and rounded fi nials,33 and a small rectangular- shaped table with 
reeds and a knife. In BSL there is one ink horn, whereas in NWM and 
DTM there are two ink horns. Also absent in BSL is the small square- 
shaped element—which could represent a piece of parchment or a tablet 
used for supporting the parchment—visible in the other two examples.

Finally, it is worthwhile noting that in all three miniatures, the inscrip-
tion that identifi es Luke is placed below the lower- le  corner of a  ame 
that divides the portrait  om the trefoil arch with a checkered pattern. The 
intersections of this  ame are marked by small squares, though in DTM 
and NWM the corners are fi lled with stylized elements that are diff erent 

33 This detail originally represented a lectern; this is one of several cases of corruption that 
appear in illuminated Ethiopic Gospel books of the early Solomonic period, as I illustrate in a 
forthcoming study on the topic. In in this context, let it suffi  ce to note that the closest parallels 
to the seated type in the Ethiopian tradition are to be found not so much in early Greek and 
Syriac manuscripts, such as the Codex purpureus Rossanensis (Rossano, Museo Diocesano e del 
Codex, fol. 121r) or the Rabbula Gospels (Florence, Biblioteca Mediceo Laurenziana, cod. 
Plut. I, 56, fol. 9v), but in Armenian and post- iconoclastic Byzantine manuscripts. More spo-
radically, there are also points of contact with the Latin and Georgian traditions. For the 
relationship with Greek manuscripts, compare the Ethiopian miniatures with, for instance, 
London, British Library, Add MS 5111, fol. 12r; Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Pal. 
Gr. 220, fol. 99r, and Vat. Gr. 364, fols. 84r, 131r; New York, The Morgan Library & Museum, 
MS M.639, fol. 218r; Baltimore, The Walters Art Museum, MS W.527, fol. 1v; MS W.530.A, 
fol. 1r; and MS W.531, fol. 60r; Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. Suppl. Gr. 
52, fol. 13v; and Cleveland, Cleveland Museum of Art, 194⒉ 15⒒   See also the Armenian 
Gospels of Trebizond in Mekhitarist Congregation, San Lazzaro, n. 1400/108, fol. 101v. Given 
the close ties between Ethiopian and Alexandrian churches, it is also worth investigating 
Copto- Arabic Gospels further, on which see L.- A. Hunt, “Illustrating the Gospels in Arabic: 
Byzantine and Arab Christian Miniatures in Two Manuscripts of the Early Mamlūk Period in 
Cambridge,” in The Bible in Arab Christianity, ed. D. R. Thomas, History of Christian- Muslim 
Relations 6 (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 315–50; and L.- A. Hunt, “An Icon and a Gospel Book: The 
Assimilation of Byzantine Art by Arab Christians in Mamluk Egypt and Syria,” in Studies in 
Coptic Culture: Transmission and Interaction, ed. M. F. Ayad (Cairo: American University in 
Cairo Press, 2016), 93–116, with additional bibliography.
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 om each other and that are absent in BSL. Yet, as I have argued elsewhere,34 
Ethiopian artists appear to have been very unsystematic in the use of such 
decorative elements.

In light of the similarities listed above, it seems evident that the three 
portraits of Luke are closely related to each other. Indeed, in the case of 
DTM and NWM, the two miniatures are so close that it is possible that 
they are based on the same model. Additional supports for this opinion 
comes  om the fact that all the surviving scenes  om NWM are found in 
BSL and that the miniatures  om these two manuscripts show a strong 
degree of iconographic affi  nity. This is particularly evident in the represen-
tations of the Nativity, the Entombment, and the Resurrection of Christ, 
but less so in the case of the Ordeal of the Bitter Water.35 It is unfortunate 
that only two portraits of Evangelists and two pages of the Letter of Euse-
bius to Carpianus survive in DTM, for, judging on what survives, the min-
iatures in this latter manuscript are even more closely related to NWM than 
those in BSL, though whether DTM ever included a Christological cycle is 
at present impossible to ascertain.

In the depiction of the Entombment36 in NWM (see fi g. 4), the caption 
placed on the  ame that separates the scene  om the trefoil simply states: 
“How Joseph and Nicodemus shrouded Him.”37 The miniature shows the 
two men bent forward in the act of placing Christ’s body in the tomb in 
 ont of them. The Entombment in BSL (fi g. 8) has much in common with 
the depiction in NWM in terms of arrangement and iconography: Joseph 
and Nicodemus bend forward and wrap their arms around the shrouded 

34 In “Towards a Comparative Framework for Research on the Long Cycle in Ethiopic Gos-
pels: Some Preliminary Observations,” Aethiopica 20 (2017): 70–10⒌ 
35 The Ordeal of the Bitter Water in NWM has already been discussed in Chojnacki, The 
Theme of the Bitter Water, 15, so there is little need to analyze it further in the context of this 
study.
36 For a more detailed study of the iconography of the Entombment in early Solomonic 
Ethiopian illumination, see J. Gnisci, “Shrouding the Divine: Observations on the Iconogra-
phy of the Entombment of Christ in Ethiopian Illumination of the Fourteenth and Early 
Fi eenth Centuries,” Orientalia Christiana Periodica 81, no. 2 (2015): 473–92, with further 
bibliography.
37 ዘከመ ፡ ገነዝዎ ፡ ዮሴፍ ፡ ወኒቆዲሞስ ፡
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body of Christ; their clothes have similar folds; the cross- like ornaments on 
the shrouds are almost identical, as is the unusual knot at the top; the 
curtain of the tomb is placed to the right and is similarly rendered; the two 
guards, respectively depicted above and below the tomb, wear a simple tunic 
with straight lines, hold a white shield with a dotted circle at its center, 
and have a small pointed hat and a spear; and their feet and arms are not 
visible. The only two signifi cant diff erences between the two versions of the 

figure 8. Th e Entombment. Gospel book from the 
monastery of Boru Śǝllase, 36 × 32 cm. © Stanislaw 
Chojnacki, courtesy of the DEEDS project.
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Entombment are that in BSL the guards are identifi ed by captions and that 
they have their heads turned toward Joseph and Nicodemus.38

Similar observations could be made regarding the two miniatures in 
which the Resurrected Christ appears to Peter, John, and Mary Magdalene. 
However, a comparison between the miniature of the Nativity in BSL and 
that in NWM presents us with a far more interesting phenomenon.39 The 
Nativity in BSL (fi g. 9) features most of the iconographic elements visible 
already in the Gospels of Iyäsus Mo’a (IM),40 which preserve the earliest 
known version of this theme in Ethiopian manuscript illumination (fol. 18r; 
fi g. 10). In both miniatures, we see the reclining Virgin with Joseph to her 
right and Salome to her le , the infant Christ in the manger with the ox 
and the ass near him, and three shepherds. In IM, the shepherds follow a 
star, a detail that is absent in BSL, and do not have sheep as they do in 
BSL.41 Also in BSL Joseph turns his back to the Virgin, an unusual variant, 
and there is no division between the shepherds and the Virgin.42

38 This latter detail is of interest for reconstructing the evolution of this version of the 
Entombment in Ethiopia. In fact, in BSL, the guards do not have feet because the bottom of 
their robes touches the  ame.
39 For a more general discussion of the Nativity in Ethiopian art, see S. Chojnacki, “The 
Nativity in Ethiopian Art,” Journal of Ethiopian Studies 12, no. 2 (1974): 11–5⒍ 
40 Däbrä Ḥayq Ǝsṭifanos, produced in 1280/8⒈  On this manuscript, see Taddesse Tamrat, 
“The Abbots of Däbrä- Hayq 1248–1535,” Journal of Ethiopian Studies 8, no. 1 (1970): 90–92; 
Getatchew Haile and W. F. Macomber, A Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts Microfi lmed for the 
Ethiopian Manuscript Microfi lm Library, Addis Ababa and for the Hill Monastic Manuscript 
Library, Collegeville, vol. 5: Project Numbers 1501–2000 (Collegeville, MN: Hill Monastic 
Manuscript Library, 1981), 293–301; Zuurmond, Novum Testamentum, Part II, 55–56; 
Balicka- Witakowska, Crucifi xion, 123–24; M.- L. Derat, Le domaine des rois é thiopiens (1270–
1527): espace, pouvoir et monachisme (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2003), 139–41; and C. 
Bosc- Tiessé, “Sainteté et intervention royale au monastère Saint- Etienne de Hayq au tournant 
du XIIIe et du XIVe siècle: L’image de Iyasus Mo’a dans son Evangile,” Oriens Christianus 94 
(2010): 199–227, with further bibliography.
41 The presence or absence of the sheep does not appear to be based on the use of a diff erent 
model. Rather, it seems like Ethiopian painters did not consider this iconographic detail fun-
damental and felt  ee to include or exclude it; see, for instance, Chojnacki, Nativity, 15–⒗  
42 As the shepherds are generally separated by a line in most versions of this theme in Gospels 
 om the late fourteenth to the mid- fi  eenth centuries, we may assume that such a division was 
present in the model  om which most version of this theme stem.
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Nevertheless, the principal diff erence between the two representations of 
the Nativity is that the manger with Christ is placed between the Virgin and 
the shepherds in BSL rather than above her as in IM. This is an unusual 
variant, as the manger is generally placed either above or next to the Virgin.43 
This diff erence does not necessarily imply that the Nativity in BSL belongs 

43 E.g., in ZG, fol. 7v. See Skehan, An Illuminated Gospel, pl. 2, for a reproduction.

figure 9. Th e Nativity. Gospel book from the monastery 
of Boru Śǝllase, 36 × 32 cm. © Stanislaw Chojnacki, courtesy 
of the DEEDS project.
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to a diff erent iconographic family; rather, it is possible that an inexperienced 
painter, having started outlining  om le  to right and fi nding that he had 
taken up too much space for the portraits of Joseph, Mary, and Salome, 
simply moved the detail of the manger and child below the other three fi g-
ures.44 An alternative explanation is that the artist responsible for BSL, or 
for the model followed by BSL, decided to place the manger at the center of 
the page to give greater prominence to the fi gure of the Christ- Child.45

44 Another possibility is that a vertical layout was imposed by the format of the manuscript, 
but I know of no illuminated Gospels  om this period in which the format would impose 
such a variant.
45 On the use of unusual iconographic formulas as a refl ection of religious beliefs or liturgical 
customs in Ethiopian art, see J. Gnisci, “The Liturgical Character of Ethiopian Gospel Illumi-
nation of the Early Solomonic Period: A Brief Note on the Iconography of the Washing of the 
Feet,” in Aethiopia Fortitudo Ejus, 253–7⒌ 

figure 10. Th e Annunciation, the Ordeal of the Bitt er Water, and the Nativity. 
Gospels of Iyäsus Mo’a from the monastery of Däbrä H. ayq Ǝs .tifanos, 27.5 × 17.5 cm. 
© Michael Gervers.
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Most interestingly, we fi nd the same solution adopted in the Nativity in 
NWM (see fi g. 1, le ), in which the manger46 is placed below the three- 
fi gure group of Joseph,47 Mary,48 and Salome,49 and above a group of two 
fi gures with sticks identifi ed as the “Shepherds of Sheep.”50 At fi rst, the 
presence of fi ve fi gures bearing gi s, and identifi ed as “the Magi” by a 
caption,51 in the lower- right portion of the miniature would seem to pre-
clude any possible relationship between this version of the Nativity and the 
one found in BSL. However, on closer scrutiny, the two miniatures agree in 
so many respects (the poses, attire, and spiky hair of the shepherds; the 
hook- shaped hooves and tail of the ox; the donkey cut in half by the  ame; 
the gesture of Salome and the folds of her garments; the chair on which 
Joseph is seated) that they must descend  om a common prototype.

The most likely explanation, then, is that the Magi are an addition to the 
core model and that the artist who painted the NWM Nativity decided to 
compress two scenes—namely, the Adoration of the Magi and the Nativity—
into one page.52 In order to achieve this, he had to decrease the number of 
shepherds  om three to two and considerably reduce the size of the ox and 
ass, which in fact, although much smaller than the two animals in BSL, are 
almost identical to them. The compression of two themes into one page is a 

46 The inscription above it reads ዘከመ ፡ አስተማወቅዎ ፡ ላሀም ፡ ወእድግም (sic) ፡ “How the ox and 
the ass warmed Him.”
47 The caption next to Joseph is damaged but still legible as [ሥዕ]ለ ፡ ዮሴፍ ፡ “Image of 
Joseph.”
48 It seems likely that Mary was also originally identifi ed by a caption.
49 The caption next to her reads ሥዕለ ፡ ሰሎሜ ፡ “Picture of Salome.”
50 ኖሎተ ፡ አባግዕ ፡
51 ሰብአ ፡ ሰገል ፡
52 Representations of the Magi and the Nativity generally occupy separate pages in Ethio-
pian Gospel illumination of the late thirteenth to the early fi  eenth centuries, though during 
the fi  eenth century, the two scenes are more  equently combined. For a more detailed dis-
cussion on this topic, see J. Gnisci and R. Zarzeczny, “‘They Came with their Troops Follow-
ing a Star  om the East’: A Codicological and Iconographic Study of an Illuminated Ethiopic 
Gospel,” Orientalia Christiana Periodica 83, no. 1 (2017): 127–89, with further bibliography. 
On the traditions relating to the Magi in Ethiopian literature, see W. Witakowski, “The Magi 
in Ethiopic Tradition,” Aethiopica 2 (1999): 69–8⒐ 
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phenomenon that occurs already in IM and that seems to have increased  om 
the turn of the fi  eenth century onward, though the two scenes placed on a 
page are generally separated by a  ame rather than merged as they are in 
NWM.53 This phenomenon occurs also in BSL, in which the Annunciation 
and the Ordeal of the Bitter Water are painted on the same page (fol. 8v).54 
Furthermore, if, as seems likely, the canon tables and miniatures in NWM 
come  om the same manuscript, then the compression of two scenes in the 
Nativity fi nds a parallel in the compression of the canon tables into eight rather 
than ten pages.

The last point to be considered is whether it is possible to associate 
NWM with a particular region or area of Ethiopia on the basis of its style. 
In the catalog of an exhibition of Ethiopian art held at the Walters Art 
Museum, Griffi  th Mann, in his description of W.839 (see fi g. 4), claims that 
it may have been “made in the Lake Tana region as it shares important 
stylistic connections with manuscripts produced in the monastic communi-
ties of the lake’s islands.”55 It is not in equent to fi nd similar remarks in the 
literature about Ethiopian art, but such observations seem to have little or 
no foundation when one deals with early Solomonic illumination.

It has been seen above that,  om a stylistic and iconographic point of 
view, DTM and BSL are very close to NWM. However, the monastery of 
Däbrä Tä’amina, in which DTM is kept, is situated about fi    kilometers 
northwest of Mäqälä. Boru Śǝllase, on the other hand, is situated approxi-
mately ten kilometers north of the town of Däse. In other words, neither of 
the two monasteries is close to Lake Tana. It is true that the ownership 
notes in DTM (fol. 191r)56 and BSL (fols. 1r, 3r) are clearly posterior, thus 

53 E.g., ZG, fol. 11v; and a Gospel manuscript  om Gäbrä Krəstos, dated to 1476, published 
in S. Chojnacki, Christ’s Resurrection in Ethiopian Painting, Orientalia Christiana Analecta 282 
(Rome: Pontifi cio Istituto Orientale, 2009), 28–2⒐ 
54 For a reproduction, see Chojnacki, The Theme of the Bitter Water, pl. III.
55 C. Griffi  th Mann, “The Role of the Illuminated Manuscript in Ethiopian Culture,” in 
Ethiopian Art: The Walters Art Museum, ed. D. E. Horowitz (Chailey: Third Millennium, 
2001), 9⒏ 
56 This note was photographed by Michael Gervers, whom I thank for sharing the document.
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making it diffi  cult to ascertain whether they were always kept in what is 
their current location. But it is precisely because we cannot pinpoint with 
certainty the scriptorium, or scriptoria,57 in which these manuscripts were 
made, and because they are found in diff erent parts of the country, that we 
should be wary of associating a particular style of painting with a particular 
region.58

57 In fact, it is just starting to be debated whether it is appropriate to use the term “scripto-
rium” in the context of Ethiopia; for some preliminary observations, see A. Bausi, E. Balicka- 
Witakowska, D. Nosnitsin, and C. Bosc- Tiessé, “Ethiopic Codicology,” in Comparative 
Oriental Manuscript Studies: An Introduction, ed. A. Bausi et al. (Hamburg: COMSt, 2015), 
154–14, esp. 16⒐  With respect to the study of such problems, the fact that historians of 
Ethiopian art are only beginning to address them highlights that this fi eld is still very much at 
an early stage of development. In comparison, Byzantinists have been tackling similar issues for 
decades; see, for instance, J. C. Anderson, “Cod. Vat. Gr. 463 and an Eleventh- Century Byzan-
tine Painting Center,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 32 (1978): 175–9⒍ 
58 This does not rule out the possibility of associating a style with a monastic network, as 
done for instance by Marilyn Eiseman Heldman, “An Ē wosṭ ā thian Style and the Gundā  Gundē  
Style in Fi eenth- Century Ethiopian Manuscript Illumination,” in Proceedings of the First 
International Conference on the History of Ethiopian Art (London: Pindar Press, 1989), 5–14; 
and M. Gervers, “Finding the Ewosṭateans,” in Ecclesiastic Landscape of North Ethiopia, ed. D. 
Nosnitsin (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2013), 49–60.


